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Abstract: The structural chemistry of carbon nanotube molecules has been of increasing interest, as molecular 
entities with fundamental structures of finite nanotube molecules have emerged. For the new field to be developed 
further, appropriate structural descriptors are necessary as the basis for discussion. In this paper, we propose new 
geometric descriptors for finite nanotube molecules. Based on popular existing descriptors, these new descriptors 
provide geometric measures for length and bond- and atom-filling in tubular molecular structures.
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Introduction: geometric description of carbon nanotubes
A paper titled “Helical microtubules of graphitic carbon” reported the milestone discovery of carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs) [1]. This paper was also remarkable in that it ingeniously suggested the presence of helicity 
arising from the helical arrangement of sp2-carbon networks, which hinted at the wealth of the structural 
variations of CNTs. Six months later, a proposal for the geometric description (or nomenclature) of single-wall 
CNTs (SWNTs) was reported by Saito, Dresselhaus, and Dresselhaus (the descriptors are referred to herein as 
SDD descriptors) [2], which provided an important basis for further development and discussion [3]. Among 
the geometric SDD descriptors, the most elemental vectors are the unit vectors a1 and a2, which define one 
hexagonal unit on the carbon sheet, as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The chiral vector Ch specifies the SWNT structures, 
except for their length, using a combination of unit vectors na1 + ma2 where n and m are integers such that 
0   ≤   |m|   ≤   n. The popular geometric index known as the chiral index (n,m) shows the allocated coordinates of 
the chiral vector on an oblique coordinate system of unit vectors [5]. Three SWNT classifications, i.e., arm-
chair, helical, and zigzag, that convey the shape of the cross sections can also be identified as SWNTs with 
n  =  m, n ≠ m, and m  =  0, respectively. The recent successful isolation of optically active SWNTs has made it 
necessary to have an additional descriptor for handedness, and of the few proposals reported for the iden-
tification of handedness, the one proposed by Komatsu [6] conveys handedness by using the basic IUPAC 
terminology of helicity with (P)- and (M)-descriptors in combination with the unit vector system [7, 8].
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The other important but less popular descriptor for SWNT structures is the translational vector T. The 
translational vector is defined to describe the lattice of a carbon sheet in the axis direction. Oriented perpen-
dicular to the chiral vector Ch such that T  =  t1a1 + t2a2, the translational vector expresses the minimum perio-
dicity of an SWNT structure along the tubular axis. The coordinates of the translational vector, for instance, 
is (t1,t2)  =  (7,–8) for (12,8)-SWNT (Fig. 1). This translational vector for the description of periodicity is the only 
geometric measure along the tubular axis, and there is no geometric descriptor available for the length of a 
finite SWNT molecule. In this paper, we wish to propose additional geometric descriptors to describe and 
discuss the geometric structures of finite SWNT molecules with discrete lengths. We hope that the new geo-
metric measures will help facilitate the investigation and discussion of finite SWNT as a molecular entity. We 
first consider our own examples before extending the concept to other examples.

Background: emergence of finite carbon nanotube “molecules”
The curious lack of geometric descriptors for the finite length of SWNT shows that the CNT has not been a 
molecular entity defined as “any constitutionally distinct molecule identifiable as a separately distinguish-
able entity” [9]. Despite many studies of finite SWNT congeners based on top-down cleaving methods [10], 
the cleaved SWNT congeners have not been discrete and identifiable molecules but are instead classified as 
a chemical species consisting of “sets or ensembles of molecular entities” [11]. Therefore, the translational 
vector and other measures describing the length of finite SWNT have not been fully exploited.

Recently, a new class of macrocyclic compounds (i.e., molecular entities) has emerged. These com-
pounds possess fundamental sp2-carbon networks of SWNT. The macrocycles, especially those possessing 
persistent tubular shapes, allow the unequivocal placement of geometric vectors such as the unit vectors a1 

tf=2.45

T(t1,t2)=(7,–8)

Ch (n,m)=(12,8)(α1,α2)=(8/3,–1/3)

(β1,β2)=(0,2)
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Fig. 1 Geometry of SWNTs as illustrated by (12,8)-SWNT. The vectors, a1, a2, Ch, and T, are the SDD descriptors. The new 
descriptor, length index (tf), and the allocated coordinates of edge atoms, (α1,α2) and (β1,β2), are shown for a finite molecule of 
(P)-(12,8)-[4]CA2,8 as a typical example. See also Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Molecular structures of [4]CC2,8, [4]CC3,9, and [4]CA2,8.
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and a2 and, consequently, the chiral and translational vectors Ch and T. As a result, the geometric treatment 
of the macrocycles as finite models/segments/molecules of SWNT becomes possible. This, in turn, allows 
for their structural identification by using SDD descriptors. For instance, stereoisomers (atropisomers) of 
[4]cyclo-2,8-chrysenylenes ([4]CC2,8, Fig. 2) can be identified as (12,8)-, (11,9)-, and (10,10)-isomers with their 
chiral index identifiers [12], and the constitutional isomers, [4]cyclo-3,9-chrysenylenes ([4]CC3,9), can be iden-
tified as (16,0)-isomers [13]. The isomers with helical handedness can also be identified by Komatsu’s (P)- and 
(M)-descriptors [6]. Using the chiral index and handedness descriptors helps clarify the isomeric structural 
differences between tubular macrocyclic sp2-carbon networks with identical chemical compositions.

Extension of geometric description to finite nanotube molecules
In our recent examples, we further introduced another series of tubular macrocycles, the [4]cyclo-2,8-an-
thanthrenylenes ([4]CA2,8, Fig. 2) [14]. Although their stereoisomers can also be discriminated by chiral index 
and (P)/(M) handedness, a structural comparison between [4]CC2,8 and [4]CA2,8 was not possible despite the 
common tubular skeletons shared by these molecules. The only geometric difference between them is in their 
axial “length” by addition of four sp2-carbon atoms at the edge of each arylene unit in [4]CA, and there is a 
need for appropriate descriptors. We propose descriptors called length index (tf), bond-filling index (Fb), and 
atom-filling index (Fa) for the geometric description of finite SWNT molecules.

Length index

The geometric measures for the size of SWNT, i.e., circumferential length (|Ch|  =  L), diameter (dt), and unit 
length (|T|  =  T), are expressed by equations based on combinations of the chiral index integers, n and m, and 
a lattice constant (|a1|  =  |a2|  =  a). The lattice constant equals the length of a short diagonal line in a hexagon 
[3, 15, 16]. When necessary, one can convert all of the geometric measures to real chemical values by incor-
porating the real values of the lattice constant a. Saito, Dresselhaus, and Dresselhaus used a value of 2.49 Å 
( =  1.44  ×  3 ) for a, which they determined based on the 1.44 Å C–C bond length in SWNT [3].

We propose the creation of new geometric measures for length that are also based on the SDD descriptors. 
As with other geometric measures, we propose expressing the finite length (Tf) using the lattice constant, a,

 Tf  =  tf  ×  a, (1)

where tf is the length index, which is an index to be used for structural comparisons (vide infra). In this form, 
the length is expressed as a multiple of the lattice constant, the unit length of a single hexagon. To obtain tf, 
we allocate the edge atoms of a finite SWNT molecule to their coordinates in an oblique coordinate system 
defined by the unit vectors a1 and a2. For instance, when we allocate the two edge carbon atoms to the coordi-
nates (α1,α2) and (β1,β2) (Fig. 1), we can obtain the length index tf using the chiral index integers
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Using this equation and the real value of a, one can obtain the finite length Tf using eq. 1.

Filling index

Considering the growing library of finite SWNT molecules, we propose two additional indexes: the bond-
filling index (Fb) and the atom-filling index (Fa). These indexes will also be convenient for use in structural 
comparisons. The bond-filling index is defined as the percentage of connected chemical bonds within the 
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finite length Tf, and the atom-filling index is the percentage of existing sp2-carbon atoms within the same 
region. These measures can show the completeness of the structures of finite SWNT molecules.

Typical examples

We demonstrate the use of the new descriptors by applying them to real finite SWNT molecules. Figure 3 shows 
a summary of the geometric measures for finite SWNT molecules containing chrysene and anthanthrene as 
the arylene base units. We first examine the [4]CC molecules with the new measures. The length indexes of 
the [4]CC isomers range from 1.50 to 2.08 and readily allow us to compare the finite lengths of the isomers 
quantitatively. For instance, the finite length of the longest isomer, (11,9)-[4]CC2,8 (tf  =  2.08), is 1.39 times greater 
than that of the shortest isomer, (10,10)ABAB-[4]CC2,8 (tf  =  1.50). Filling indexes are also of considerable use for 
abstracting the important structural information. The values Fb  =  100 % and Fa  =  100 % for (12,8)-[4]CC2,8 show 
that the molecule possesses a complete set of chemical bonds, which are necessary for finite (12,8)-SWNT mol-
ecules of tf  =  1.66, whereas the values, Fb  =  68 % and Fa  =  72 %, for (10,10)ABAB-[4]CC2,8, provide the quantitative 
measures of filling/missing bonds and atoms for finite (10,10)-SWNT molecules with tf  =  2.00.

A structural comparison between [4]CC and [4]CA can easily be performed using the new measures. A few 
examples are described. The highest value, tf  =  3.00 for (10,10)AABB-[4]CA2,8, corresponds to the longest finite 
SWNT molecule among the congeners, and the comparison with tf  =  2.00 for (10,10)AABB-[4]CC2,8 shows that, 
with the presence of four sp2-carbon atoms added on the edge of one arylene unit, 1.5-fold lengthening has 
been achieved.

We apply the new geometric measures to other examples. To the best of our knowledge, the oldest appli-
cable example is [n]cyclo-ortho-phenylene ([n]COP), which was synthesized long before the discovery of CNT 
[17, 18]. The crystallographic analysis of isomers with n  =  4 and 6 revealed the presence of alternate orien-
tations of the phenylene units (Fig. 4), and these tubular structures can be identified with the geometric 
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Fig. 3 Geometric measures for finite SWNT molecules of [4]CC and [4]CA. Except for (16,0)-[4]CA3,9, all of the molecules have 
been synthesized [12–14].
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descriptors. [4]COP or [6]COP have the fundamental structures of (2,2)- or (3,3)-SWNT structures, respectively, 
with tf  =  2.50, Fb  =  88 % and Fa  =  100 %. Note that the other conformational isomers with non-tubular struc-
tures cannot be identified with the same descriptors (vide infra). A more recent example of “picotube ([4]
cyclo-9,10-anthracenylene)” by Herges has the fundamental structure of (4,4)-SWNT with tf  =  3.00, Fb  =  90 % 
and Fa  =  100 % [19]. Nakamura’s cyclophenacene molecule, made by the top-down synthesis from C60, has the 
fundamental structure of (5,5)-SWNT with tf  =  1.50, Fb  =  100 % and Fa  =  100 % [20].

Web-based applet

The new geometric measures should be useful for other researchers who synthesize their own finite SWNT 
molecules and, more importantly, should provide fundamental parameters for structural discussion and com-
parison of the many finite SWNT molecules to be supplied in the near future. To serve this demand, we devel-
oped a web-based applet that can be used by researchers in the field. The URL is http://www.orgchem2.chem.
tohoku.ac.jp/finite/. The applet is easy to use, and we briefly describe the procedure. In step 1, we define the 
chiral vector by typing in the chiral index (n,m). At this stage, we roughly specify the length of CNT to be dis-
played in the next stage by entering the repeating numbers of the axial lattice. In step 2, we allocate the coor-
dinates of the edge atoms. Although the coordinates can be directly entered in the input forms, the coordinates 
can also be allocated simply by clicking the edge atoms. In step 3, we define the structure of the finite SWNT 
molecule by defining the chemical bonds that are present in the finite structure. The on-screen structure can 
be processed by clicking the bonds to be removed or added. Through these three steps, we can easily obtain 
the indexes of tf, Fa and Fb. The atoms and bonds on the left and right edges are identical, because these two 
vertical lines at the edges are joint lines of the carbon sheet to be rolled in the tubular structure.

Considerations for the applications of geometric measures

For the geometric evaluation of finite SWNT molecules, we think that careful consideration is necessary 
before use. The most fundamental point is the persistency of the belt or tubular shapes. All of the descriptors 
for SWNT, including the SDD descriptors and our newly derived descriptors, start from the allocation of the 
unit vectors a1 and a2 [3]. Therefore, by definition, the descriptors cannot be applied to molecules with fluctu-
ating structures or molecules without proofs of tubular structures in which the unit vectors cannot be defined 
unequivocally. We take our own molecule as an inappropriate example. [6]Cyclo-2,7-naphthylene ([6]CNAP) 
comprises 60 sp2-carbon atoms within macrocyclic networks [21]. The dynamics of the macrocyclic systems 
have not been investigated, and one might postulate the existence of ring-flipping dynamics that could occur 
through an intermediate tubular structure (Fig. 5). Assuming the tubular structure, one might further assign 
its geometric structural parameters, such as the chiral index or tf. In the absence of any evidences for tubular 
structure, however, this procedure is not at all appropriate.

[10]cyclophenacene
(n,m) = (5,5)

tf = 1.50
Fb = 100 %
Fa = 100 %

[4]COP
(n,m) = (2,2)

tf = 2.50
Fb = 88 %
Fa = 100 %

tf = 2.50
Fb = 88 %
Fa = 100 %

[6]COP
(n,m) = (3,3)

picotube
(n,m) = (4,4)

tf = 3.00
Fb = 90 %
Fa = 100 %
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Fig. 4 Geometric measures for finite SWNT molecules of COP, picotube and cyclophenacene.

http://www.orgchem2.chem.tohoku.ac.jp/finite/
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An interesting special case is that of [n]cyclo-para-phenylenes ([n]CPP) [22–25]. The static tubular struc-
tures of [n]CPP, for instance, from X-ray crystallographic analysis are surely captured by the geometric 
descriptors of SWNT. Crystal tubular structures of [n]CPP (n  =  6, 8, 9, 10, and 12) can thus be identified as 
finite (n,n)-SWNT structures with tf  =  1.00, Fb  =  100 % and Fa  =  100 % (Fig. 6) [22c,e, 23c,d]. However, atten-
tion should be paid to the use of descriptors for the dynamic solution-phase structures or for the structures 
without any steric information. Relevant studies suggested that the molecules possess fluctuating structures 
that involve the rapid rotation of phenylene rings [22e, 26]. Although this fluctuation does not seemingly 
affect the chiral index assignment, the fluctuation forces the unit vectors a1 and a2 to rotate and, therefore, 
inherently obscures the base carbonaceous sheet for geometric descriptors. This careful consideration is 
especially important for [n]CPP congeners with structural variations that could alter the geometric expres-
sions among possible dynamic structures [22d,g, 23e,f, 25].

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed new descriptors for finite SWNT molecules. Based on the original SDD descriptors, 
the new descriptors provide geometric measures with the length, bond- and atom-filling indexes for finite 
SWNT molecules. We hope that, along with the web-based applet for this system, many researchers in this 
emerging field will find the descriptors useful for the development and discussion of finite SWNT molecules.
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